We study the motion of a (space filling) D3-brane at the tip of a warped deformed conifold, looking for inflationary trajectories. In our setup no anti D3-brane is present and the inflaton potential is induced by threshold corrections to the superpotential. First we study the slow roll regime and find that, allowing for fine tuning, hilltop inflation compatible with CMB data can take place. Then we consider the DBI regime and formulate a necessary condition for a phenomenologically viable inflationary stage. En passant, we propose a mechanism to cancel the large inflaton mass in the standard radial D3-anti D3-brane inflation.
Introduction
The phenomenological success of the mechanism of inflation raises several basic questions such as for example which field plays the role of the inflaton, where does its potential come from and how does it couple to the standard model sector. This kind of questions can be addressed only in the context of a fundamental theory. In this note we investigate the possibility to embed inflation in string theory, in the framework of type IIB flux compactifications.
In particular, we study the motion of a (space filling) D3-brane on the tip of a warped deformed conifold looking for inflationary trajectories. Figure 1 gives a cartoon of the model. Before getting into the details of the construction and the results of the analysis, we would like to give some motivations to investigate such a model.
Since its original proposal [1] , brane inflation has been a popular setup for inflation in string theory. An important step forward was taken in [2] (KKLMMT) where a D3-anti D3-brane system was embedded in a type IIB flux compactification [3, 4] . It was also realized there that a warped background can make the Coulomb potential suitable for a prolonged stage of inflation. Unfortunately, fixing all the (closed string) moduli induces, via the F-term, a mass for the inflaton that, if not cancelled by some other effects, prevents slow roll inflation.
In the KKLMMT model, the anti D3-brane plays a threefold role: it generates the inflaton potential, it annihilates with the inflating D3-brane providing a reheating mechanism 2 and finally it breaks SUSY and can provide an effective four dimensional de Sitter (or Minkowski) space. Let us separately analyze these issues and emphasize how the inflation at the tip model we propose in this letter addresses them in a different way.
1. Because of the gravitational backreaction of the mobile D3-brane, once the volume (Kähler) modulus has been stabilized, a non trivial potential for the D3-brane position is generically produced. If an anti D3-brane is present, this stabilization potential competes with the Coulomb potential to determine the inflaton dynamics. Several attempts have been made to find a model where, due to some symmetry or fine tuning of the parameters, the stabilization potential gives a negligible contribution. The motivation of these attempts was that, contrary to the relatively simple Coulomb potential, the stabilization effects, encoded in the F-term, depend generically in a complicated way on the details of the compactification 3 . In the present paper, we would like to take the opposite point of view, i.e. we propose a simple model where the inflaton potential is determined exclusively by moduli stabilization effects. One clear advantage is that it is easy to imagine a model where anti D3-branes are absent or sufficiently far away. Then no additional symmetries or fine tuning are required at least a priori.
2. Without an anti D3-brane, a different mechanism from brane annihilation has to be responsible for reheating. Although we do not address this issue here, we would like 2 Actually the tachyon condensation driving the annihilation process might be as well responsible for graceful exit from inflation. This is very model dependent. E.g. in the setup analyzed in [5] , it was found that the CMB data prefer the end of inflation due to the failure of the slow roll conditions than due to tachyon condensation. 3 Another interesting proposal [6] comes from noticing that the non standard (DBI) D-brane kinetic term allows a prolonged stage of inflation even for steep potentials. In the following we argue that also from this point of view, i.e. considering DBI inflation, inflation at the tip gives a particularly simple model. to make a few remarks. One of the original motivations for brane inflation [1] was to obtain an efficient reheating mechanism; the interesting feature of brane brane collision (contrary to annihilation) is that after the collision the kinetic energy of the relative motion is almost entirely transferred into modes living on the newly created stack of branes and the creation of bulk (Kaluza Klein) modes is negligible. The process of brane collision has been carefully studied [7] and this expectation have been confirmed. On the other hand, a thorough phenomenological analysis of this reheating mechanism has not yet been performed. It would be very interesting to have a quantitative estimate of the efficiency of this reheating process. For inflation at the tip with many D3-branes (a straightforward generalization of the single D3-brane case), the end of inflation is precisely the collision of several of them (in the common minimum of the potential); this reheating mechanism (to which we will refer to as "brane trapping") would hence be naturally embedded.
3. In addition to the original anti D3-brane at the tip of a warped throat [4] , several other mechanisms have been proposed to break SUSY and uplift the effective four dimensional AdS vacuum to a dS one. We will therefore try to keep our analysis as general as possible, without specifying the uplifting mechanism; we will find at the end that some constraints on the scaling of the uplifting are indeed present.
Another motivation to consider inflation at the tip has to do with the direction along which the D3-brane moves. In the standard setup [2] , the motion takes place along the radial direction of a warped conifold. The radial position comes out to be a conformally coupled scalar in the four dimensional effective action, so that it is typically a direction too steep for slow roll inflation. This motivates the study of angular motion 4 . In [9] for example, the possibility of slow roll inflation for D3-anti D3-branes at the tip, i.e. separated only in the angular directions, was considered. The authors found a negative result that a posteriori can be understood as follows. The brane anti brane separation is bounded from above by the size of the tip that is extremely small. The Coulomb potential becomes very steep for small brane separation which makes slow roll inflation impossible. For the model we propose in this paper the potential depends on the compactification (and it is not "universal" as the Coulomb potential) and can therefore be made flat with an appropriate choice of the parameters (if and when this requires fine tuning will be discussed further in the paper).
A final motivation is related to DBI inflation. The idea of [6] is that, although the inflaton potential is not flat (in the slow roll sense), inflation can nevertheless last long enough because the DBI kinetic term imposes an upper bound on the inflaton speed. The DBI kinetic term is determined by the warp factor that, for the warped conifold, is a function of the radial position. During inflation at the tip (constant radius) the warp factor is constant, which gives, in a certain sense, the simplest DBI kinetic term possible. This makes the inflationary analysis particularly easy.
The model we study (schematically depicted in figure 1 ) consists of a space filling D3-brane moving along the tip of a warped deformed conifold which is an S 3 . The potential depends on three scalar fields (the three angles of S 3 ) and comes from the F-term which is determined by the supersymmetric embeddig of a stack of (space filling) D7-branes. The choice of a particularly symmetric D7 embedding gives rise to a very simple scalar potential. In different regions of the parameter space this potential can give rise to different cosmological evolutions. For example, we will show that a quite general choice of parameters leads to the natural inflation potential; in some fine tuned regions one can also obtain some kind of hilltop potential. Given the simplicity of the potentials we find, we do not need to rely on numerical methods for the inflationary analysis and also for the DBI inflation important results can be obtained analytically.
First we look for slow roll inflation and we find that, fine tuning stringy parameters, the potential can be made flat enough. Phenomenologically, this corresponds to a model is of the hilltop type [11] , with n s 0.94, negligible tensor modes and an adjustable scale of inflation Λ 1/4 ∼ d × 10 −3 where d is given in (38) and is generically subplanckian. Then we look for DBI inflation and we find that it is not possible in the simplest model. In fact, we show that DBI inflation can produce the right perturbations (with interesting non Gaussianity signature) but not enough e-foldings. Then we argue that, considering more generic embeddings (as depicted in figure 7) , one can obtain a viable inflationary model in which DBI and slow roll phases alternate. For example the perturbations can be produced in the DBI regime, while the rest of the 60 observable e-foldings take place in the slow roll regime. We leave the detailed study of these DBI-slow roll alternating models for future work.
There are two other results that came out of the present investigation, that are not aligned with the main focus of this paper. One regards Natural Inflation. As we discuss in section 4.3, the phenomenological constraint that the axion decay constant has to take superplanckian values [12] is relaxed in presence of a non canonical kinetic term. We study explicitly the case of a DBI kinetic term. The second result consists in noticing that the uplifting term plays a crucial role for the radial dynamics of a brane in a warped conifold. As we explain in appendix D, this can be used to cancel the mass of the inflaton in the standard radial D3-anti D3-brane inflation.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we set the stage and calculate the scalar potential for a generic embedding. In section 3 we specify the D7 embedding and find an explicit potential; we discuss the stabilization of the other moduli (Kähler modulus and radial displacement) and introduce the uplifting. The final result of this first part is the potential appearing in (24) . This is the starting point for the inflationary analysis of section 4; we consider both the slow roll and the DBI regimes. In section 5 we generalize our analysis of DBI inflation. We present a no go result and describe how to evade it. We finish with some comments, conclusions and perspectives in section 6.
F-term potential for a D3-brane at the tip
In this and the next section we calculate the potential for a single D3-brane moving at the tip of a warped deformed conifold [13] in the framework of type IIB flux compactification. In this section we set the stage and obtain for the potential the general result (14) . In section 3 we consider a simple embedding and obtain the more explicit result (24) .
Following [4] , we assume that the complex structure moduli and the dilaton have been stabilized by fluxes [3] . We make the simplifying assumption that there is only one Kähler modulus ρ. The N = 1 supergravity scalar potential is given by
where the indices I, J run over the Kähler modulus ρ and the open string moduli z i with i = 1, 2, 3 describing the D3-brane position. The Kähler potential K is given by [14] 
where γ is a constant and k is the Kähler potential of the Calabi Yau evaluated at the position z of the D3-brane. If a warped throat [13] is present, deep inside it, k is well approximated by the Kähler potential of the deformed conifold. The conifold is defined by the following hypersurface in C
and its tip by
Putting these equations together and writing them in terms of z A = x A + iy A , with A = 0, 1, 2, 3, one finds that the tip is an S 3 embedded in a real slicing of the z A complex coordinates tip :
Close to the tip, the Kähler potential of the deformed conifold takes the form [15, 9] k(z,z) = k 0 + cε −2/3 [9, 17] it was shown how to generalize the calculation to curved space using the Green function method. For the singular conifold and Y (p,q) cones the result [17] is
where A 0 depends just on the complex structure moduli and the dilaton and will be treated as a constant in the following. The consistency with Ganor's argument led to the conjecture that (10) is valid for a generic compactification [17] . From a different perspective, another argument in favor of (10) was formulated in [23] using the results of [24] . The idea of the argument is that, from the 10 dimensional point of view, the presence of non perturbative corrections to the four dimensional superpotential means that the 10 dimensional Einstein equations do not require any more an ordinary complex structure but a generalized complex structure [23] . The latter determines then a non trivial superpotential for the D3-brane (that is vanishing in the warped Calabi Yau case). Using the potential of [24] and Ganor's argument [21] , one can obtain (10) .
Therefore, for the deformed conifold we will use the superpotential
The F-term potential for K given in (2), using (7) and (8), takes the form
For the superpotential in (9), this becomes
The minimization of the axion works as usual (see e.g. [18] ), leading to the final result
+ κ
We would like to stress the fact that this form of the potential is valid only for the D3-brane at the tip, where the Kähler metric (8) is block diagonal. In this case the potential depends on the variables σ, x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . In [9] , the supersymmetric vacua of this potential were studied solving D I W = 0 for two classes of embeddings. Depending on the choice of the embedding, the set of supersymmetric vacua can be empty, a point, one or two dimensional.
The symmetries of the problem give us an important insight. With W np set to zero, the F-term potential for a D3-brane moving along the tip (where k = k 0 ) enjoys an SO(4) symmetry acting on the coordinates z A = x A , i.e. the symmetry of S 3 . The nonperturbative effects break this symmetry via the embedding function g(z). An appropriate choice of g(z) can lead to a very symmetric and simple potential V . In the next section we provide an explicit example of this where g(z) breaks SO(4) to SO(3) and the potential V depends on the D3-brane position z A = x A only via a single real field φ. In section (5) we comment on the implications of a generic g(z).
Kuperstein embeddings
We now calculate the potential in (14) for a class of particularly symmetric embeddings. We also review the result of the radial stabilization (performed in appendix C) that guaranties that the D3-brane at the tip is at a local minimum in the radial direction. Our final result is (24) (valid for large volume and when ε/µ 1, i.e. when the D7's are not too close to the tip), which will be the starting point for the inflationary analysis of the next section.
As we already said, the tip of the KS throat is an S 3 which can be described as the real slicing of the z A coordinates plus the constraint (5). The SO(4) symmetry of S 3 , acting naturally on x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , is broken once a certain embedding function g (defining the divisor Σ where the stack of D7-brane is wrapped) is chosen.
A family of supersymmetric embeddings was found by Kuperstein in [25] . It is given, up to SO(4) permutations, by
whereg(z 23 ) is a holomorphic function of its argument z 23 ≡ z . For a generic g(x) these embeddings preserve an SO(2) symmetry corresponding to rotations in the z 2 − z 3 plane. The first term in the potential, V KKLT is easily calculated substituting
1/n in (14) . For the term ∆V , a straightforward calculation using (9) leads to
where the prime indicates derivative with respect to z 23 .
A simple case
For certain choices ofg, the potential can exhibit very flat regions (e.g. inflection points); the difficulty is that multi inflaton analysis is in general required. In section (5) we will further comment on a genericg, but a thorough analysis is left for future investigation. The drawing describes the geometrical meaning of the parameters µ, i.e. the distance of the stack of D7-branes to the tip, and ε, i.e. the size of the tip.
In this section, we focus on the simplest case wheng(z 23 ) = µ, where without lost of generality we can take µ real and positive. As depicted in figure 2, this parameter indicates the deepest radius reached by the stack of D7-branes r D7 = µ 2/3 . We are interested in the case where the D7's do not reach close to the tip, such that ε/µ 1 is a good expansion parameter. The non perturbative superpotential is
where we have rescaled A 0 by a factor µ 1/n , so that A(z) = A 0 + O(ε/µ). As now g(z) = g(z 1 ), the SO(4) symmetry of the potential is broken to SO(3) that acts naturally on z 2 , z 3 , z 4 .
Using (17) , the potential (14) becomes
, and depends only on two real variables σ and x 1 . Thanks to the SO(3) symmetry, two of the three independent coordinates x i with i = 1, 2, 3 are flat directions of the scalar potential, i.e. x 2 and x 3 . Some effects, such as for example corrections from the bulk 6 , will eventually stabilize these directions. In the inflationary analysis of section 4 we will therefore assume that the D3-brane starts and stays at a minimum in the x 2 and x 3 directions and moves only along x 1 . This technical assumption is almost ubiquitous in the brane inflation literature. The effects of these "flat" directions can be investigated in a second step once a successful model of inflation is found. In principle, the kinetic term K ij ∂z i ∂z j mixes all the z i 's. For our case, a more convenient parameterization of the S 3 is
where φ runs from 0 to π. This choice leads to the diagonal metric
In these new coordinates, the potential in (18) and (19) is just a function of σ and φ and the kinetic term is diagonal.
We write now the potential in these new coordinates. We expand V KKLT and ∆V for ε/µ 1:
We know that the first term in (21) , gives rise to an AdS minimum [4] (that can be trusted for small W 0 ) and that the other terms are suppressed with respect to the first by a factor ε/(nµ) and ε 2/3 /(nµ) 2 respectively. Hence if we want to have inflation we need an uplifting. There are several possibilities in the literature to obtain it: an anti D3-brane as in [4] (but in this case it will have to be located far away, in another throat, so that the attractive force can be neglected), a D-term [26] or an F-term uplifting [27, 28] . To keep our analysis general, in the following we will assume that a term
is present, without specifying its origin. For the moment D and b are arbitrary positive numbers (the former has the dimension of an energy density, the latter is dimensionless).
We will see in section 3.2 and in appendix C that the concrete value of b is very important to ensure the radial stability of the D-brane, i.e. that the D-brane at the tip is at a local minimum in the radial direction. As we will discuss in the next section, D has to be such that the cosmological constant at the end of inflation is very small. Notice that V up does not depend on the D3-brane position at the tip.
The potential takes therefore the form
where Λ, B and C are positive, with the dimension of a mass 4 and can be obtained comparing (23) with (21); the subleading terms are suppressed at least by a factor ε/µ.
The potential (23) depends on two real variables σ and φ, but the former gets a much larger mass that the second and we can integrate it out. As we show in appendix B, the minimum σ cr (φ) in the σ direction has a very mild dependence on φ. In fact, calculating V (σ cr (φ), φ) this dependence produces terms of the same order as those that we have neglected in (23) . We are therefore allowed to substitute σ σ cr in Λ, B and C and study the single field potential
It is important now to determine the relative size of the three coefficients above. To do this we need to know the value of σ cr . As explained in [18] and reviewed in appendix B, a useful reparameterization of D and W 0 is the following
then, at leading order, the minimum of the volume is
Substituting W 0 , D and σ cr into Λ, B and C obtained from (21) , and neglecting terms subleading in the ε/µ and large volume expansion, we are left with
We will see in the following that we are interested to the case β 1 so that the cosmological constant after inflation is negligible. This implies (β − 1) = O(σ −2 0 ). Then from the above equations, it is clear that some subtleties would arise in the case b = 3 because then the factor (bβ − 3) introduces an additional suppression that is not taken into account by the ε/µ and large volume expansion. On the other hand, b = 3 is quite interesting because explicit uplifting mechanisms exist with this scaling [26, 28] . A part for the anti D3-brane at the tip of a warped throat that scales with b = 2, we are not aware of any other explicit model with b = 3; such scaling could be interpreted 7 as if the physics responsible for the SUSY breaking is localized on a p brane with p = 3. In this case the uplifting would naively scale as U (p−15)/4 . Other consideration about the role of the uplifting will be given in the next section C and in the appendices.
In the following we will separately discuss the case b = 3 and b = 3. Let us compare B and C to know which is the leading φ dependent term. The result follows straightforwardly from (29) and (30) 
i.e. in the above regimes C is negligible and V in (24) takes the form of the Natural Inflation potential [12] . We will see in the next section that in this regime slow roll inflation is impossible, basically because the axion decay constant (that appears when we consider a canonically normalized kinetic term) is always small in Planck units. In section 4.3 we will study the DBI regime for the Natural Inflation potential. On the other hand, there is an interesting case in which C is non negligible, i.e. the fine tuned case C = B/2. As we will see in section 4.1), now the scalar potential supports slow roll inflation. The fine tuning is achieved when the inequality in (31) is fulfilled (in the case b = 3 or b = 3 respectively).
In what follows we estimate (ancγµ) 3 ; this will tell us how generic is the Natural Inflation regime B C defined in (31) as well as if there is any obstruction from the string theory point of view to achieve the fine tuning B = 2C.
From the definition of a, it follows an = 2π. The quantity µ 2/3 indicates the smallest value r µ of the radial coordinate r reached by the D7 stack (see figure 2). To be able to trust the threshold corrections to the non perturbative superpotential (10), r µ has to be well inside the warped conifold. In the spirit of [30] , the conifold geometry ceases to be a good description of the compact manifold roughly when the warping h in the 10 dimensional metric
becomes of order one. For the KS solution [13] , h(r) (R/r) 4 where
By comparison of the SUGRA kinetic term with the DBI action one obtains γ = σ 0 T 3 /(3M 2 P l ) [19] ; expressing it in string units γ = (2π) 4 g s /(6 √ σ 0 ), where we have used
7 We thank L. McAllister for suggesting this interpretation [29] . For a few further comments, see appendix D 8 We make this choice for the sake of simplicity; it is straightforward to generalize this estimate to the case in which the volume of the Calabi Yau is larger than the volume of the conifold.
Putting all the ingredients together we obtain
For the choice of parameters {g s = 0.1, N = 10 4 , σ 0 = 100}, we get (anγcµ) 3 3 × 10 8 . In view of the conditions in (31), e.g. for b = 3, a value ε 6 × 10 −8 allows to neglect C in the potential. This a value corresponds to a warp factor at the tip h(r 0 ) ∼ 2×10
19 . For such moderately warped throat, we are therefore left with the Natural Inflation potential [12] . For fine tuned values of ε saturating this bound, the potential is plotted in figure 4 and will be analyzed in section 4.2.
Radial stability
Until now we have calculated the dependence of the potential on the position of the D3-brane at the tip. Before using this result to produce a stage of inflation, we have to check that the radial direction is not tachyonic, i.e. that if the D3-brane starts at the tip, it will stay there. We leave the details of the calculation to the appendix C; here we state and comment the results.
We consider separately the case C B, that as we will see can lead to DBI inflation, and the case B = 2C that allowing for fine tuning leads to a phenomenologically successful slow roll inflation. The radial stability is determined by the sign of ∂ r V evaluated at the tip r = ε 2/3 . In both cases, C B and 2C B, the tip is a local minimum in the radial direction if the volume scaling of the uplifting b is larger or equal to 3. On the other hand, for b < 3 it is typically the case that the radial stability depends on the angular position. In this case, in some part of the tip the radial derivative is positive, in some other negative. To avoid this complication, we consider just the case in which an uplifting with b ≥ 3 is performed.
As an aside, we would like to make two comments about the dependence of the potential on the radial position of the D3-brane. Both comments refer to models of radial brane inflation, which is different from the main focus of the paper which is on angular brane inflation.
The first one is that the uplifting term plays a crucial role for the radial dynamics. In the present setup for example b ≥ 3 is required (b was defined in (22)) to ensure the radial stability at the tip. This suggests the idea of redoing the analysis of KKLMMT [2] for a generic uplifting, i.e. D/U b instead of D/U 3 . We do this in appendix D and found that the large inflaton mass problem of KKLMMT can be solved, allowing for fine tuning, in the case b < 2 or with two uplifting terms of opposite sign. We refer to these terms as nice upliftings. In appendix D we propose some construction to obtain such scaling behavior.
The second comment regards the possibility to cancel the large inflaton mass term using the threshold corrections to the non perturbative superpotential. The result of the investigation of [18, 19, 16] , was that this cannot be achieved for a large range of the radial position because the corrections to W produce only terms 9 like r, r 3/2 , r 3 , . . . . A large mass for the inflaton is induced by the mixing of the radial position of the D3-brane and the Kähler moduli. Consider the scalar potential
Far away from the tip but still inside the throat, where the geometry is well described by the singular conifold metric, we have
Expanding (35) in r 2 σ one obtains a term r 2 that induces a slow roll η parameter of order one and prevents slow roll radial inflation. Here we notice that at the tip one has to use the deformed conifold Kähler potential
for some constantk 0 . By expanding in r 3 σ, we see that near the tip the moduli stabilization induces therefore a cubic term and not a quadratic one as it is the case away from the tip. Therefore a cancellation is in principle possible between the threshold corrections to the nonperturbative superpotential and the term induced by the moduli stabilization. This cancellation would happen only close to the tip where the approximated form of the Kähler potential (37) is valid, hence it would probably interest only a short range of the radial position.
To summarize, in the present setup a D3-brane at the tip is at a local minimum in the radial direction as long as b ≥ 3 (remember that b is the volume scaling of the uplifting).
Inflationary analysis
For the inflationary analysis, it is easier to work with a canonically normalized inflaton field:
Now the potential can be written in the form
where, to keep the notation simple, here and in the following we use again φ to indicate φ can ; Λ, B and C were defined in (28), (29) and (30) . For the inflationary analysis, we can think of Λ, B and C as some constants with the dimension of an energy density that are determined in terms of stringy parameters.
If we want to be left with a vanishing or very small cosmological constant after inflation, i.e. when φ πd, then in (39) we have to choose the uplifting such that Λ = B, which from (28) means β 1; this leads to the potential
where 0 ≤ φ/d ≤ π. There are two interesting regimes to analyze: Λ C and 2C Λ. In the first case the potential reduces to the Natural Inflation potential [12] 
Originally this potential was derived for an axionic field, in which case the parameter d is the axion decay constant; we sometimes borrow this terminology. Notice that both in the regime Λ = B C and Λ = B 2C our expansion in (21) is still valid. The terms we neglected in the expansion of V KKLT and ∆V are suppressed by a factor ε/µ. These subleading terms can become important close to the minimum of the potential φ πd, where our leading order potential (40) approaches zero. When the D3-brane reaches that region anyway, inflation is already over, therefore we do not expect these corrections to have any influence on our analysis.
The potential (40) is the starting point for the phenomenological analysis of this section. As φ describes the position of a D3-brane (in some angular direction), its kinetic term comes from the DBI action. We will therefore divide our analysis in two parts: first we investigate in section 4.1 and 4.2 the slow roll regime in which the DBI kinetic term reduces to the canonical one. Second in section 4.3 we investigate the relativistic regime in which the DBI action is responsible for a behavior very different from the slow roll case.
The search for slow roll is in turn divided in two parts: first in section 4.1 we consider (40) in the regime Λ C which reduces to the Natural Inflation potential (41) . A thorough analysis of this potential with a canonical kinetic term has already been performed in [12] ; we review the constraints on the only two parameters Λ and d imposed by the comparison with WMAP3 data (see figure (3) ). Expressing Λ and d in terms of stringy parameters we show that our model of Natural Inflation cannot fulfil the constraints. Basically this is due to the impossibility of obtaining a large axion decay constant in the string theory model. This fact is true also if one tries, considering the collective motion of many D3-branes at the tip, to use the assisted inflation mechanism [31] . These difficulties are similar to those found in the case of axionic N-flation [32] .
The second part of the slow roll analysis is in section 4.2, where we show that the potential (40) in the fine tuned regime Λ 2C becomes very flat close to the top (see figure  4) . With this fine tuning, we can have a phenomenologically successful slow roll inflation with n s 0.94, negligible tensor modes and the scale of inflation (Λ) 1/4 ∼ d × 10 −3 . In section (4.3) we come to the DBI analysis. In this case the regime 2C Λ does not possess additional interesting features therefore we limit our analysis to the potential (41) . As can be seen from the action in (52), the DBI kinetic term introduces a new parameter: f (in string theory it is given by the warp factor times the D3-brane tension). An interesting result is that in the presence of a small speed of sound, contrary to the case of a canonical kinetic term, the CMB data do not require a superplanckian value for d anymore. This feature might be relevant for the task of embedding a phenomenologically successful Natural Inflation in string theory.
The embedding of DBI Natural Inflation in string theory that we proposed in the last section can not satisfy the phenomenological bounds on Λ, a and f . We prove in section 5 that this is actually true for any potential at the tip provided that it satisfies the DBI conditions (59) and (60) during the whole duration of inflation. The reason is that if the motion is exclusively relativistic (DBI regime), then inflation at the tip can not last more than few e-foldings. This no go result rules out a large class of potentials and gives us an important criteria to look for a successful model: the potential needs to have, at least somewhere, flat regions such that the slow roll conditions are verified. In the model presented in this paper, these kind of alternating potentials might arise, e.g. considering a general Kuperstein embedding, i.e. a generalg in (15).
Slow roll Natural Inflation
In this section we consider the inflaton action
which is the one felt by a D3-brane moving at the tip of a warped deformed conifold when a stack of D7-branes wraps a 4-cycle defined by the supersymmetric Kuperstein embedding (15) with constantg = µ and the volume is fixedà la KKLT. This form is valid at leading order in the large volume and ε/µ expansion (i.e. when the D7's are not too close to the tip). Also we are in the (large) region of parameter space where we can neglect the C term in (40) . The effects of this term will be considered in the next section. The potential (42) was already studied in [12] . The model successfully reproduces WMAP3 data [33] if 10 Λ ∼ m GU T and d > 0.7 √ 8πM pl 3.5M pl , as summarized in figure 3 . In this section we show that in the string model it is not possible to have a 10 As it is common in the string cosmology literature, we indicate with M P l the reduced Planck mass: superplanckian d. Hence, as regards slow roll inflation, our model in this regime, Λ C, is not phenomenologically successful.
For d M P l the natural inflation approximates the chaotic inflation; in fact the CMB perturbations are produced close to φ πd where the two potentials are indistinguishable. For d < M P l on the other hand, inflation has to start very close to the top of the potential to get enough e-foldings. The problem is that at the top one has |η| ∼ (M P l /d) 2 1, i.e. the slow roll conditions are not satisfied. In the next section we will see how in a different regime (2C Λ) from the one considered in this section (C Λ) and allowing for fine tuning, this problem can be cured.
We now show that in the regime of validity of our stringy model, the constraint d
T 3 c appears because we work with a canonically normalized inflaton field and it was given in (38) . The assisted inflation idea [31] was used for the first time in string brane inflation in [34] (for assisted axionic string inflation see [32] ); it can also be naturally embedded in the present model of inflation at the tip. In fact, if N D3 D3-branes are present at the tip, d gets multiplied by a factor √ N D3 , which goes in the right direction to reproduce the CMB data. The details of how to obtain this result are left to the appendix (E).
We now look for a set of stringy parameters that lead to √ N D3 d > 3.5M pl . Several constraints are imposed by consistency. One comes from considering the backreaction of the N D3 D3-branes on the deformed conifold geometry. For the warped deformed conifold to be a solution of Einstein's equations, the following 3-form fluxes have to be present
This solution possesses K times M D3 charge. As long as the number N D3 of D3-branes responsible for inflation is much smaller than the background D3 charge KM , we can neglect their backreaction on the geometry at leading order.
The D3-brane tension is usually given by
Here we have to consider the effect of the warping, i.e. that the string scale at the tip of the throat is M s a 0 with a 0 = ε 2/3 /(g s M α ) 1/2 the warp factor at the tip. Therefore we have at the tip:
The volume (in string units) can be written as sum of the conifold plus the rest of the CY, so an obvious lower bound is [8]
Substituting this and (46) in (44) one obtains
For the supergravity approximation to be valid, the radius of the tip has to be large in string units therefore (g s M )
1/2
1. Even in the most favorable case of very shallow throats, a superplanckian value of d requires N D3 KM which makes it inconsistent to neglect the backreaction.
Even if one could take into account the backreaction of the inflating D3-branes, we expect that the situation would not improve much. To see this suppose that N D3 M K; then the AdS radius scales as R 4 ∼ N D3 and the volume of the conifold as
D3 . Again it seems to be impossible to fulfil (44), i.e. to get d of order one or larger. This difficulty is very similar to the one found in axionic natural assisted inflation [32] , where no controllable string compactification has been found with d > M P l .
Slow roll hilltop inflation
In this section we consider the potential (40) for a single D3-brane at the tip, in the regime in which C is non negligible. We find that it is possible to fine tune the string parameters such that the potential at the top becomes very flat. This hilltop model [11] gives rise to a prolonged stage of inflation and is perfectly compatible with WMAP3. Let us expand the potential close to the top where φ d. The result is
For a generic C ∼ Λ the slow roll parameter η = M 2 P l V /V is nowhere small as we mentioned in the last section. But if we fine tune C = Λ/2, close enough to the top of the potential 11 η
1. In terms of stringy parameters, this fine tuning can be achieved, e.g. in the case b = 3, varying the fluxes such that ε = (2πµγc) −3 4aσ 0 /15) (that we estimated in (31)). Notice that this can be achieved independently from the fine tuning of the cosmological constant left after inflation Λ = B that is obtained varying the uplifting (β).
As the cancellation 2C − Λ becomes more and more precise, the potential at the top becomes flatter and flatter as can be seen from figure 4. For simplicity, in the following we study the case in which the cancellation is precise enough to neglect the mass term 12 , such that the potential is well approximated by
11 As usual, is the slow roll parameter M
The case in which C ∼ Λ/2 and both the quadratic and quartic terms are of the same order could also be considered, see for example [35] .
The COBE normalization imposes the constraint Λ 1/4 ∼ d × 10 −3 [36] . As we discussed in the last section, typically in our string theory model d < M P l ; this implies that the scale of inflation can be somewhat smaller than the GUT scale. To estimate the number of e-foldings N e before the end of inflation when the scales of the CMB perturbations left the Hubble horizon we can use the formula N e 60 − ln 10
For example, d ∼ 2 × 10 −4 M P l gives N e 50. For the potential 13 (50) η 2/(3N e ) and, as is typical for small field models η. Therefore we have a prediction for the scalar spectral index n s 1 + 2η ∼ 0.94 in good agreement with WMAP3 [33] .
To summarize, our model of inflation at the tip gives the potential in (50) provided that 14 we can fine tune the warp factor at the tip with enough precision to make the mass term negligible. Then the potential (50) gives prediction in good agreement with the experiment if Λ ∼ d 4 × 10 −12 . In a numerical investigation we found explicit values that can satisfy this requirement. We conclude that, allowing for fine tuning, inflation at the tip can provide a phenomenologically viable prolonged stage of slow roll inflation.
DBI Natural Inflation
In the last two sections, we looked for slow roll inflation and we were therefore allowed to approximate the kinetic term of the D3-brane with a canonical one. In this section, we investigate the possibility of obtaining successful DBI inflation, i.e. with a potential that is too steep to fulfil the slow roll conditions.
Consider the action
where the potential V (φ) is the one in (40) and f is a constant with the dimension of a mass −4 . We consider the general regime in which the C term in (40) is very small and can be neglected leaving the Natural Inflation potential in (41) . Actually, as we will see in the next section, as long as we are interested just in DBI inflation, the precise shape of the potential is not important.
The effective action (52) has three parameters: d, f and Λ. We focus on the regime d M P l , which is what happens generically in string theory. We study how these three parameters are constraint by WMAP3 data. The result is that the phenomenological constraint for DBI inflation can not be fulfilled in the string theory model. In section 5 we generalized this negative result to any potential provided that it is nowhere slow roll flat. As we describe in 5.1, what would work is a potential that alternates slow roll flat regions with steep ones. To obtain such a potential in our model of inflation at the tip, we should consider more generic embeddings than the simple one with constantg that leads to the potential (40) .
En passant we obtain an interesting result: as we reviewed in section 4.1, the consistency with CMB data requires that the axion decay constant d of Natural inflation with a canonical kinetic term takes superplanckian values. We will see that in the presence of a DBI kinetic term, this constraint is relax and viable (DBI) inflationary model occurs for d as small as 0.04M P l 15 .
DBI in a nutshell
For completeness, in this section we briefly review the important formulae in the analysis of DBI inflation. The idea of DBI inflation [6] is that, for a D-brane moving in a warped space, the maximal allowed speed can be considerably smaller than the speed of light. This allows to obtain inflation even when the inflaton potential is not as flat as required by the standard slow roll conditions. In the following we collect the relevant steps for a DBI inflation analysis, and refer the reader to the original papers [6] for further discussions.
Given the action (52), the energy density ρ and pressure p in the perfect fluid approximation are
where
in analogy with the usual notation of special relativity 16 . This implies a speed limiṫ φ ≤ f −1/2 . Using the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism, where φ plays the role of the time variable, the equivalents of the Friedmann equation and of the equation of motion for φ arė
15 This is a statement from the effective action point of view, just considering the action (52). As we said in the string theory setup we can not arbitrarily vary the parameters and therefore the DBI Natural Inflation can not be realized. 16 Clearly γ here has nothing to do with the one in section (2), e.g. in (2). As we separate the inflationary from the string theory analysis, we hope no confusion will arise.
we have that inflation lasts as long as DBI < 1. In analogy with the slow roll case, we have two DBI conditions [6]
that guarantee respectively that the energy density is dominated by the potential term and that the motion is relativistic.
DBI Natural Inflation
In this section we study the DBI regime of a brane moving along the tip under the Natural Inflation potential (41) . We are in the (large) region of parameter space where the term C in (40) is very small and can be neglected. The conclusion is that this model of exclusively DBI inflation at the tip can not give enough e-foldings. As we will see in section 5, this is true for any potential provided that it does not possess any slow roll region. For the Natural Inflation potential (41), as long as the conditions (59) and (60) are fullfilled, we have
Using (56) we can easily obtainφ. The number of e-foldings is then given by
where the suffixes i and f refer to the beginning and the end of inflation. Close to the top of the potential the inflaton moves non relativistically (as found also in [37] ); this regime is uniteresting for us because, as we said, in that region η ∼ −(M P l /d) 2 which for small d/M P l gives a very red spectrum. Therefore we look 17 further away from the top where the motion becomes relativistic, γ 1. The importance of relativistic effects can be estimated evaluating γ. Substituting the solution (56) forφ in the definition (55), we get
that is plotted in the left part of figure (5). γ grows monotonically from one (non relativistic motion) to M P l √ f Λ/d. To avoid unobserved large non Gaussianities in the CMB, the perturbations have to be produced when γ 22 [6] . This happens close to the top of the potential where we can expand in φ/d
Inflation ends when DBI 1, or equivalently when the condition (59) is no longer fulfilled and the kinetic energy becomes comparable to the potential energy. From figure (5) we see that DBI becomes of order one for φ → πd. Expanding around φ = πd we get
which leads to the following analytical estimate (accurate for large d
Now that we know where the perturbations have to be produced, φ = φ CM B , and where inflation ends, φ = φ f , we can impose that the number of e-foldings 18 in between is approximatively 60. From (62)
A consistency check is that for small d/M P l if we require N e ∼ d √ f Λ/M P l ∼ 60, then the expansions we used in (64) and (65) are accurate.
The COBE normalization for the amplitude of the scalar perturbations gives us the constraint
The tensor modes are negligible: ∆φ ∼ πd < M P l . An upper bound is obtained esti-
Summarizing, we can use the COBE normalization and the requirement of 60 e-foldings to express two of the three parameters of the model in terms of the third one:
A constraint on d comes from the spectral index of the scalar perturbations n s . The analytical expression for n s is not so illuminating; we plot n s in figure (4.3.2) for various values of d. After imposing a precise value for the scalar spectral index, e.g. n s = 0.958, γ just depends on d; hence detecting some non Gaussianities would determine d and completely fix the parameters of the model. As it is clear from figure (4.3.2), the two constraints n s = 0.958 ± 0.016 and γ < 22 lead to a lower bound on d. This can be estimated numerically as d > 0.04M P l . Thus one of the effects of the DBI kinetic term is to relax the bound d > 3.5M P l obtained in [37] to d > 0.04M P l . This means that, provided one can arbitrarily choose Λ and f , superplanckian values of d are not required anymore 19 . To finish this section we want to address the question whether it is possible to reproduce CMB data within the stringy model of section (2) . The answer is that this 18 As we already mentioned, the number of e-foldings N CM B before the end of inflation when the CMB perturbations are produced can be different from 60 by some 30%, e.g. depending on the reheating temperature, etc. . . . For concreteness we take N CM B = 60, but another choice would not alter the conclusions of our analysis. 19 We would like to stress that this statement is meant from an effective action point of view. In a concrete (e.g. string theory) model one should carefully consider the setup: the subplanckian (effective) parameter d might arise from a superplanckian string parameter redshifted by the large warping. embedding of DBI inflation in string theory is not phenomenologically viable. The reason is the following: from our discussion in section 3, we know that generically d < M P l ; from (66) it is clear that if we want to get 60 e-foldings we need f Λ 1. As we show in detail in the next section, this implies that the energy density during inflation is bigger than the warped string scale and our supergravity approximation is inconsistent. As we will discuss in section 5.1 this problem can be overcome if one considers potentials that possesses both regions satisfying slow roll and DBI conditions (59),(60).
A no-go result and how to evade it
In this section we derive a no-go result for string theory DBI inflation along the tip, i.e. with constant warp factor. As for every no-go result the key point are the assumptions so let us clearly state them:
1. First we assume that the D3 motion takes place along the angular direction at the tip of a deformed conifold. This is in contrast to the most studied case where the D3-brane moves along the radial direction [2] . There are three important differences: the first is that the radial D3-brane coordinate is a conformally coupled scalar in the 4D effective action [2, 39] while the angular coordinates are not; this implies that the large mass, generated by the stabilization effects, for the radial D3-brane inflation is absent when the motion is along the base of the conifold. Whether the slow roll conditions are satisfied depends on the details of the potential (18). As we discussed in section 4.2, for the simplest embedding (15) this can be achieved by fine tuning the stringy parameters. It seems plausible that more generic embeddings could present flat regions. We leave the investigation of this possibility for future research. The second difference is that the warp factor (and consequently the sound speed) varies in the radial direction but does not depend on the angular position.
The parameter f characterizing the DBI inflation is a constant at the tip and not a function of the inflaton. This feature was already considered in [37, 40] but was obtained there as an approximation of the radial motion of a D3-brane close to the tip of the deformed conifold where the AdS solution is not valid anymore. The third difference is that the field range for the angular motion is smaller than for the radial motion. In view of the discussions in [41] , this implies that in these models, only negligible tensor perturbations can be produced during slow roll inflation.
2. Second, we assume that since after the CMB perturbations are produced all the way until the end of inflation, the inflaton motion is exclusively relativistic, i.e.
This condition selects a class of potential or equivalently a class of D7 embeddings g(z) leading to these potentials. As we show in the following, potentials in this class do not give enough e-foldings of inflation at the tip. It is this assumption that we will relax in the next section where we will provide a simple example of a potential that possesses both DBI and slow roll regions. We will argue that these kind of potentials are promising candidates for a successful model of D-brane inflation.
The argument is now based on the impossibility, under these two assumptions, to obtain enough e-foldings. Consider
whereφ and H come from (56) and (61) respectively and we have used assumption 2 to neglect the "slow roll" contribution V 2 /V 2 to N e . To trust our effective action description of string theory we have to require that the energy density during inflation is much smaller than the redshifted string scale:
s . The parameter f in (52) can be written in terms of stringy parameters as h
The field variation ∆φ during inflation is smaller than πd. As we argued at the end of section 4.1, generically d M P l and therefore ∆φ/M P l < 1. Putting these bounds together we conclude that it is impossible to have more than a few e-foldings from exclusively DBI inflation at the tip. 
Slow roll-DBI alternation from generic embeddings
A way to get around this negative result is to relax assumption 2, i.e. that during the whole 60 e-foldings of the observable inflation the motion is relativistic. Then in certain regions of the tip the potential can be of the slow roll type and the motion becomes non relativistic; there the "slow roll" term V 2 /V 2 can give a large contribution to N e in (70) increasing the number of e-foldings.
For a generic Kuperstein embedding defined by an arbitrary holomorphic functioñ g, the potential was given in (16) . The fact that Kuperstein embeddings preserve an SO(2) symmetry implies that V depends only on three real coordinates σ, x 1 and x 23 (up to SO(4) permutations). The volume can be fixedà la KKLT and we have to study
As a result of our discussion, we should look for functionsg(z 23 ) such that the resulting scalar potential is of the slow roll type somewhere on the tip. This can give us enough e-foldings avoiding the no go theorem of the last section. Depending on the explicit form ofg, the perturbations could be produced during a DBI or a slow roll phase. We leave a deeper investigation of this promising model for the future. Here we comment on an alternative possibility.
Consider the embedding (59) and (60) plotted in logarithmic scale. When they approach zero the DBI conditions are no more satisfied and the relativistic inflation regime end. Around the inflection point first and second derivative of the potential are very small and slow roll (non relativistic) inflation can take place. We highlight with different colors the DBI and slow roll phases.
where for simplicity we take µ to be real. In a non compact conifold, (71) defines three disconnected 4 cycles, each one described by the embedding z 1 = e i2πj/3 µ 1/3 for j = 0, 1, 2 respectively. If a stack of D7-branes is wrapped around each 4-cycle the configuration is supersymmetric because all the three stacks respect the same supersymmetries as the background. We then suppose that it is possible to "cut" the conifold and "glue" it to a compact Calabi Yau; in addition, we ask that these three 4-cycles become part of a single 4-cycle. These are strong assumptions and we do not have anything to say about the hard problem of showing that the above construction can be actually realized. Here we would just like to present an interesting feature of this configuration.
So in the global compact picture, there is just one stack of D7-branes that wraps a single 4-cycle. Gaugino condensation on these D7's can give rise to a superpotential that, for a D3-brane inside the throat, is well approximated by
The same expansion discussed in section 3 leads to an effective potential of the form
that we plot in figure (8) . The potential presents an inflection point where first and second derivatives vanish and slow roll inflation can take place.
If the first derivative at the inflection point is strictly vanishing, then the inflaton reaches it only in an infinite time and inflation lasts forever. There are two possibilities to regularize this divergence: as discussed in [18] , the initial speed of the inflaton (or equivalently corrections to the strict slow roll regime) might allow it to pass the inflection point in a finite time. A second competing effect are the subleading terms that we neglected in the potential; they can have a non vanishing first derivative at the inflection point. If it has the right sign, the total number of e-foldings is finite, otherwise a local minimum is formed.
The CMB perturbations in this model can be produced both in the DBI or in the slow roll phase. In the first case, the analysis is very similar to the one we performed in section 4.3. The slow roll phase would then only provide enough e-foldings and would not have other observable consequences. In the second case, inflation takes place mainly in the slow roll regime, except for the last few unobservable e-foldings of DBI phase (on the right hand side of figure (8)). The analysis is then very similar to other cases of inflection point inflation in the literature [18, 19, 42, 43] . The phenomenological predictions are very sensitive to the parameters, e.g. to those determining the first derivative of the potential at the inflection point.
Summarizing, inflation at the tip is a promising candidate for a phenomenologically successful embedding of DBI inflation in string theory. The right perturbations can be easily produced; to obtain enough e-foldings it is required that, in some region, the potential is slow roll flat. We have given above a (semi) explicit example, but we expect that many others can be found studying more generic D7's embeddings (e.g. with a genericg in (15)).
Conclusions and perspectives
In this paper we show how to construct a model of D3-brane inflation that takes place along the angular directions of a warped conifold and where no anti D3-branes are needed. A D3-brane moves on the tip of a warped deformed conifold [13] embedded in a compact Calabi Yau, which is an S 3 (see figure 1) . The potential comes from the F-term where the threshold corrections to the non perturbative superpotential are taken into account.
The potential is determined by the supersymmetric embedding of the stack of D7-branes generating the non perturbative superpotential. We write down the scalar potential for a class of supersymmetric embeddings [25] defined by an arbitrary holomorphic functiong(z). We concentrate on the simplest which is a constantg(z). The potential (for the canonically normalized inflaton) takes then the form
We have looked for inflationary trajectories, considering two classes:
1. Slow roll inflation: it is possible to achieve but only allowing for fine tuning.
In a large region of the parameter space, C in (74) is much smaller than Λ, so that V (φ) takes the form of the Natural Inflation potential (41) [12] . Other models tried to embed Natural Inflation in string theory proposing some axions as the candidate inflaton [32] . Difficulties arise because the data require [12] a large axion decay constant (that we indicate with d, see (42)), which has not been found in a controllable string theory model. In our model we encounter the same problem, generically d < M P l . On the other hand, in a small region of the stringy parameter space, we can have Λ 2C and the potential becomes very flat on the top (see figure 4 ). This is a kind of hilltop model [11] , i.e. of the form
The negative square mass of the inflation can be made small by fine tuning, and we obtain a string theory model of slow roll inflation in perfect agreement with CMB data (see section 4.2). The model predicts n s 0.94, negligible tensor modes and the scale of inflation (Λ)
2. DBI inflation: as the inflaton corresponds to the position of a D3-brane, the kinetic term comes from the DBI action. This can allow inflation to take place even with a steep potential [6] . We investigate this possibility and discover that, although perturbations compatible with CMB data can be produced, the DBI regime can never lead to more than a few e-foldings. We argue that more general embeddings than the one we studied here (Kuperstein embedding [25] with constangg) can possess flat regions that would increase the number of e-foldings and lead to a successful model. We leave a more detailed study of this interesting possibility for future investigation.
There other two results that we would like to emphasize, which are somehow outside the main focus of the paper. The first is that in the presence of the DBI kinetic term, the Natural Inflation potential can lead to a phenomenologically viable inflation also for subplanckian values of the axion decay constant d (in fact as low as 0.04M P l ).
The second regards radial brane-anti brane inflation. We propose a way to cancel the inflaton mass, induced by moduli stabilization effects, using the uplifting term. Certain conditions on the volume scaling of the uplifting are required for this mechanism to work. We refer the reader to appendix D for more details on these "nice" upliftings.
In the following we list some interesting directions for future research
• The case of a generic embedding (with a genericg in (15) or those discussed in [44] ) has to be studied in detail looking for an explicit working model. A criteria to keep in mind in this search follows from our no go result in section (5): a successful model needs to have a potential with at least one slow roll flat region.
• The absence of an anti D3-brane makes the mechanism of graceful exit and reheating in the present model very different from the standard D3 anti D3 inflation model. A mechanism naturally embedded in the model is the D-brane trapping (which was one of the motivations of the original proposal of brane inflation [1] ). In [7] it was shown that in the collision of branes, the kinetic energy can be transferred to the gauge fields living on the newly created stack. This would create a thermal bath in the world volume of the branes that could evolve into our universe. It would be interesting to investigate quantitatively the phenomenological viability of this idea.
• It would be desirable to develop a gauge dual description of the brane inflation at the tip proposed in this paper, a work in this direction is [45] (see also [46] ).
Although there the origin of the potential is different, the authors provide a gauge theory description of the radial motion of a brane in a resolved warped deformed conifold.
• In appendix D we propose a new mechanism to fine tune the inflaton mass in radial brane inflation using the uplifting term. It would be interesting to construct an explicit string model that produces such "nice" uplifting and thoroughly study its phenomenological implications for inflation (e.g. the effects of the quartic term in (106), etc. . . ).
A generic solution to (76) can be written as
where L 1 , L 2 are SU (2) matrices that can be parameterized using Euler angles
and
For r 3/2 > ε one of the six angles {φ i , ψ i , θ i }, i = 1, 2, is redundant. We can fix the gauge imposing ψ 2 = 0; we obtain the following real parameterization of the complex coordinates z A
The singular conifold is just the special case ε = 0 that implies a = r 3/2 , b = 0. Now we want to calculate the derivative of z 1 with respect to r evaluated at the tip r = ε 2/3 . At the tip three of the six Euler angles are redundant, a possible choice of the gauge is Re
where in the last line we have introduced the function |E(θ 1 , φ 1 , ψ 1 )| < 1 for further reference. We see that the imaginary part of the derivative is singular but the real part has a finite non vanishing value.
B Minimization of σ
The KKLT minimum of σ [4] is changed both by the uplifting and by the introduction of the D3-brane. Here we provide an analytical estimate along the lines of [18] . We call σ 0 the minimum of the KKLT potential with
σ cr is the actual minimum and ∆ is the shift due to the uplifting and the D3-brane: ∆ = σ cr − σ 0 . We parameterize the uplifting as
where β 1 gives a de Sitter space. We substitute these expressions for W 0 and D into the potential (18) and take the derivative with respect to σ. We substitute σ = σ 0 + ∆ in V = 0 and solve for ∆. At leading order the result is given by
In the particular case b = 2, the shift due to the uplifting reproduces the result found in [18, 19] ; we define σ up ≡ σ 0 + bβ/(2a 2 σ 0 ) that would be the minimum of the volume in the presence of an uplifting term but without any D3-brane. The first of the two φ dependent terms in (87) is analogous to the dependence on the radial motion found in [18, 19] . Finally the critical value of the Kähler modulus is
We use this result to prove that the dependence of σ cr on φ is mild in the sense that it produces in the effective potential V (σ cr (φ), φ) only subleading terms. We substitute W 0 from (85), D from (86) and σ cr from (88) into V (σ cr (φ), φ) − V (σ up , φ). We keep the leading terms in the ε/µ and large volume expansion, the result is
Comparing these term with those in (28), (29) and (30), we see that they are subleading in ε/µ or in the large volume expansion. We conclude therefore that at leading order V (σ cr (φ), φ) V (σ up , φ), i.e. we are allowed to neglect the φ dependence of σ cr . This justify the use of (21) or (23) as leading order potential.
C Radial stability
In this appendix we analyze the radial stability for a D3-brane at the tip of a deformed conifold. We want to find the condition to satisfy
The potential (14), as we already discussed, is valid only at the tip. There actually are some other terms, coming from the off diagonal elements of the Kähler metric (8) or the additional term in K1 1 in (8) that are zero at the tip, but whose r derivative might be non vanishing. The additional term in K1 1 has two factors, kl and k h , that vanish at the tip, therefore also the r derivative vanishes there. Only the off diagonal elements of the Kähler metric (8) contributes and we call these additional terms V of f for "off diagonal".
The scalar potential depends on the radial position of the D3-brane r via the Kähler potential in (2) and the non perturbative superpotential W np . We decompose ∂ r V in four terms, the first three coming from (14) and the last one from V of f :
1. All terms in (14) coming from the r dependence in U (r). Using the explicit metric of the deformed conifold near the tip we have
We will indicate this contribution as
2. All terms in (14) coming from ∂ r ∆V where we neglect the terms coming form ∂ r U (r) that appear already in V r1 . We will indicate this contribution as
3. All the remaining terms from (14), i.e. those coming from ∂ r A(z) in V KKLT . We will indicate this contribution as
4. Finally the term ∂ r V of f evaluated at the tip. It comes from the off diagonal terms
To get a non vanishing contribution the r derivative has to hit the k l in Kρ i , therefore
Let us start with V r1 . Using (18), (19) and (22) it is straightforward to obtain a long expression for V r1 . To estimate it, we use the parameterization (86) and (85) for D and W 0 . Then we substitute the minimum for the volume estimated in (88), i.e. σ σ up . Finally we look at the leading terms in the ε/µ and large volume expansion; the result is
To calculate V r2 , we substitute in (19) the embedding (17) and U = 2σ − γk 0 . Then using the chain rule (and the fact that for constant U , ∂ x 2 ∆V = ∂ x 3 ∆V = ∂ x 4 ∆V = 0) we can write
where we used the result (84) of appendix A; remember that −1 < E(φ 1 , θ 1 , ψ) < 1. Following the same steps as for V r1 , we can estimate ∆V x 1 ; the result is
For V r3 we obtain
Finally we come to V r4 . Using again the chain rule (it is not necessary to distinguish ∂ z i from ∂z i because they appear symmetrically in k(z,z) and at the tip they are both equal to x i ) we obtain
from which it is transparent that V r4 is of the same order as the subleading term of V r3 in (99).
We want now to compare these four contributions to understand which is the leading one and in which regime. An interesting case to consider is b = 3, because explicit uplifting mechanisms exist with this scaling [26, 28] . We are not aware of any explicit model with b > 3 but it would be intersting to investigate this possibility, e.g. in the framework of F-term uplifting [27] . Other consideration about the role of the uplifting term can be found in appendix D. As we argued in the main text, we will be intersted in β 1 such that the cosmological constant after inflation is negligibly small. Then a subtlety arises from the fact that for b = 3 and β 1, the leading term of both V r1 and V r3 receives and additional suppression by the coefficient (bβ − 3), which is not taken into account by the ε/µ and large volume expansion. We need therefore an estimate for (β − 1).
C.1 Radial stability in the C B regime (DBI inflation)
Consider the expression for Λ in (28) . If we want the cosmological constant to be negligibly small after inflation, then we need (β − 1) to be of order (aσ 0 ) −2 , so that the leading term cancel the next to leading one. This tells us that in the case b = 3, the (bβ −3) term in V r1 and V r3 becomes subleading with respect to the next to leading one which is suppressed by just a relative (aσ 0 ) −1 factor. We are now ready to compare the three contributions:
where we have substituted an = 2π. We remind the reader that the conditions which was obtained in section 3.1
It follows that in the regime C B, which is the one we consider in section 4.1 and 4.3, V r1 is always the leading contribution. From (96) we see that the derivative in the radial direction is positive, i.e. a D3-brane at the tip will not move in the radial direction, as long as b ≥ 3.
C.2 Radial stability in the 2C=B regime (slow roll hilltop inflation)
The regime C = B/2, that as we saw in section 4.2 can lead to slow roll hilltop inflation, requires a separate discussion. Let us start with the case b = 3. As discussed in section 4.1, to allow for slow roll inflation at the top of the potential we need to fine tune the parameters such that 2C = B = Λ, which from (98) and (99) implies
Using this new constraint the condition (100) for the radial stability becomes:
Using the fact that |E| < 1, one obtains that the above inequality is satisfied for aσ 0 > 5. 6 and an arbitrary value of the angular coordinates. We remind the reader that if we want to be able to neglect higher instanton contributions to the nonperturbative superpotential we have to require aσ 0 1. Therefore, we conclude that in the case 2C = B and b = 3 the D3-brane at the tip is (meta)stable in the radial direction.
Let us now consider the case b > 3, then
Using this constraint and taking for concreteness b = 4, the condition (100) for the radial stability becomes:
The inequality is fulfilled by any value of the angular coordinates, except for the case E = −1 and φ = π which saturates it. Anyway in the case we are considering B = 2C, (slow roll) inflation takes place next to the top of the potential, where (1 − cos φ) is very small and therefore the inequality is confortably satisfied.
D Nice upliftings
The setup of this appendix is different from the one in the rest of the paper. Also we will use a simplified notation which makes it easier to capture the features of the mechanism we are proposing. We consider a generalization of the KKLMMT model [2] where the uplifting has an a priori generic scaling. We show that for a certain class of uplifting it is possible, allowing for fine tuning, to cancel the large mass of the inflaton that in the KKLMMT scenario induces a large η and prevents slow roll inflation.
Consider the potential
where the uplifting has a general volume (and therefore inflaton) dependence parameterized by b, V KKLT is the KKLT potential [4] and
Up to an overall factor
therefore expanding for small φ
It is clear that the mass term for the inflaton can be made vanishing with an appropriate choice of the uplifting. The requirement is Db = 2. The condition for a de Sitter vacuum is D 1 (up to terms of order φ 2 ). An uplifting with b < 2 allows at the same time to cancel the inflaton mass and uplift the AdS vacuum to a de Sitter one. In this minimal setup it is amusing to see that the cosmological is related to the mass of inflaton. This reduces by one with respect to KKLMMT (see e.g. [48] ) the string parameters that we need to fix by experiment. If, for example b is very close to 2 but strictly smaller, then a small cosmological constant is equivalent to a small inflaton mass.
Unfortunately there is no well understood uplifting mechanism with b < 2. An anti D3-brane gives an uplifting that scales as U −3 . This generalizes for a Dp-brane wrapping a p − 3 cycle to U p−15 4 [29] . If the cycle wrapped by the Dp-brane is at the tip of a warped throat, then the warp factor gives an additional U factor. In KKLT for example, the anti D3-brane produces an uplifting term U −2 . It would be intersting to study the configuration in which, e.g. a D5-brane wraps a nonvanishing two cycle at the tip of the throat 21 leading to b = 3/2.
D.1 Nice downliftings
Another possibility of nice upliftings is when there are at least two uplifting terms of opposite sign 22 . Up to some factors, the potential is of the form
20 Note that this definition is different from the one we use in the main text. The volume modulus σ has already been stabilized. Here the quantities V KKLT , D and U differ from the one in the main text just by some factor that is unimportant for the discussion in this appendix. 21 it is not necessary that it is a topologically non trivial cycle but it could also be a metastable configuration, e.g. [8] 22 A more evocative name for the negative one would be "downlifting".
where D 1 , D 2 > 0. Then, to cancel the inflaton mass one has to require
A simple example is b 1 = 2, b 2 = 3, then fine tuning D 1 = 1 + D 2 3/2 cancels the inflaton mass. It would be intersting to construct an explicit model that produces such "downliftings". Once we fine tune the parameters such that the quadratic term in φ becomes small, the quartic term has to be taken into account in the analysis. This term is not independent from the mass term and the overall potential is phenomenologically interesting.
We conclude this appendix with a remark: the nice uplifting scenario overcomes the η problem of KKLMMT allowing for fine tuning. Even if this is not the most satisfactory solution, it would be nevertheless interesting to study this kind of models to be able to explicitly quantify the required fine tuning. A naive, a priori (i.e. not based on any explicit setup) estimate of the required fine tuning might come out to be wrong in some explicit cases. An example is the hope to cancel the inflaton mass using the threshold corrections to the nonperturbative superpotential. Although this seemed a priori quite a reasonable expectation, direct investigation [18, 16, 19] has shown that, for two large classes of supersymmetric D7 embeddings, this is not possible 23 .
E From one to many
In this appendix we obtain the Kähler potential and the non perturbative superpotential when N D3-branes are present.
E.1 Kähler potential
It was proposed in [14] that in presence of a D3-brane, the Kähler potential should be modified to
where γ a the constant describing the strength of gravitational backreaction, essentially proportional to G N (Newton constant) times the tension of the D3-brane T 3 and k(z,z) is the Kähler potential of the Calabi Yau evaluated at the position z of the D3-brane. Two arguments were given to support this proposal. The first is based on the observation that the D3-brane in the presence of three form fluxes is BPS and does not feel any force. In addition, its inclusion should not spoil the no scale structure. This leads to the natural guess (110) with an arbitrary function k(z,z), for which one can easily check that the F-term potential vanishes, leaving ρ and z as flat directions.
The second argument consists in noticing that the kinetic term deduced from the supergravity approximation should reproduce, at leading order, the DBI action for the D3-brane. The 10-dimensional metric can be written as
so that we have singled out the breathing mode of the compact manifold e 2u with respect to a fiducial metricg ij . The expansion of the DBI action for small velocities gives
To obtain this action from the second derivative of the Kähler potential as supergravity dictates, one is led to the identification of the breathing mode with the Kähler volume modulus plus the X dependent shift [14, 2] :
To generalize to the case of N D3 D3-branes it seems natural to use the same two criteria as above. A natural and simple guess is
where the index s enumerates the D3-branes, located at z s . This Kähler potential again respects the no scale structure. Also, after neglecting terms of order e −8u , it gives a kinetic term that is the sum of N D3 independent copies of the action (112); this is what we expect, given that the D3-branes are mutually BPS. This property is important for the assisted inflation mechanism that requires the various inflatons to be weakly interacting.
E.2 Superpotential
In [17] the dependence of the non perturbative superpotential on the D3-brane position was calculated in the background of a warped throat. In the case of a Euclidean E3-brane or a stack of D7-branes with gaugino condensation, wrapping a divisor Σ of the Calabi Yau, this superpotential is proportional to
where V w Σ is the warped volume of the divisor Σ (the label w is to remind that the full metric, including the warp factor has to be use) ; n is 1 for E3-brane and N D7 for gaugino condensation on a stack of N D7 branes. As in the main text, we indicate with g the holomorphic function whose zeros define the divisor Σ.
It was argued in [21] that W np has to depend on the D3-brane moduli. The argument consists in noticing that W np (z,z) is the product of two factors, respectively a section of the line bundle and inverse line bundle defined by the divisor Σ (wrapped by the D7's or the E3). Then a theorem guarantees that it has to vanish on (a surface homotopic to) the divisor Σ.
The explicit dependence was first calculated in [22] for some toroidal orientifolds via a one loop open string calculation. In [17] the tree level closed string dual was considered. In the following we review the method of [17] and generalize the result to the case of N D3 D3-branes. The idea is that a D3-brane backreacts on the metric, in particular changing the warp factor. This in turn changes the volume V 
where Y is the point where the warping is evaluated, and z is the D3-brane position.
Integrating over the divisor Σ where we have made explicit that the corrected volume is still the real part of a holomorphic function; V w Σ is in fact proportional to the real part of the gauge kinetic function that supersymmetry dictates to be holomorphic. Finally
The advantage of this closed string approach is that δh is directly calculated from the Laplace equation
using the Green's function method. Here ρ m is the all inclusive energy density. Solving the Laplace equation for δh and integrating over a divisor defined by the zeros of the holomorphic function g, one obtains the dependence of the superpotential on the position X of a single D3-branes [17] W np = A(z)e −aρ = A 0 g(z) 1/n e −aρ ,
where A 0 might depend on the dilaton and the complex structure moduli. To generalize to N D3 D3-branes at positions z s one has to solve the Laplace equation 
where z 0 is a reference point (for example the tip of the cone). With this specific choice of ρ bg we get rid of a logarithmic divergence in δV w Σ . This leads to an interpretation of δh(X; Y ) as the variation of the warp factor h when the D3-branes are moved from X 0 to X s .
Given the linearity of the Laplace equation the solution for (121) is just a sum over X s of the solution of the single D3-brane problem. Once δh(X; Y ) is integrated over the divisor Σ and exponentiated, we obtain the superpotential
We notice that the superpotential (122) reproduces what we would expect from Ganor's argument [21] : W np vanishes if any of the D3-branes hits the divisor Σ. 
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